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Abstract
Wood is one of the oldest structural materials used in structures in many parts of the World. Woodframe buildings
were also commonly constructed in Turkey until approximately 1960. After that, as reinforced concrete and masonry
buildings have been preferred, wooden buildings have almost been forgotten. But, in 1999, Kocaeli and Duzce earthquakes reminded traditional buildings. Since reinforced concrete buildings presented high level of damage and traditional buildings relatively performed well during these earthquakes. In this study, types of traditional wooden
buildings used in Turkey are mainly introduced and their damages in earthquakes are discussed. Damaged and undamaged wooden building photos are illustrated. Some structural weaknesses are highlighted by the earthquake damages
including cracking and falling of plaster, failure of mortar, loosening or failing of connections, large lateral displacements, dislodgement of the masonry inﬁll, loosening or failing of connections and failure of connections to foundation.
Ó 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Earthquake damages; Turkish traditional wooden buildings

1. Introduction
Three types of structural systems, reinforced concrete, unreinforced masonry and woodframe have been
commonly constructed in Turkey. Modern buildings in the cities are generally built as reinforced concrete.
Traditional wooden buildings were generally constructed in the ancient parts of city. Seismic resistance of
these buildings became nearly universal in Istanbul from the 17th to the 19th centuries. But as safe as it may
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have been in earthquakes, wood construction was deadly in ﬁres. Several huge ﬁres swept the city in the
early 19th century persuaded authorities to bane further wood construction unless protected by brick ﬁre
breaks [1]. By the late 19th century multiunit brick apartment buildings were replacing traditional timber
framed buildings. But, woodframe construction is by far the most common housing type in Canada, the
USA and New Zealand for single family and low-rise multi-family dwellings [2]. Over two million housing
units are built annually in North America and Japan [3]. The general range of the fraction of wood structures to total structures seems to be between 80% and 90% in all regions of the USA [4].
In 1999, Kocaeli and Duzce earthquakes reminded traditional buildings to Turkish community.
Although there were clusters of traditional buildings in the heart of earthquake areas, many of the ancient
traditional timber framed houses remained intact, only a few were heavily damaged. However reinforced
concrete buildings presented high level of damage [5]. This ﬁnding was conﬁrmed by Turkish researchers
such as Gülhan and Güney [6] who conducted a detailed statistical study in several areas of the damaged
district. They found a wide diﬀerence in the percentage of modern reinforced concrete buildings that collapsed, compared to those of traditional construction. In one district in the hills above Gölcük where 60
of the 814 reinforced-concrete structures were heavily damaged or collapsed, only 4 of the 789 two-tothree-story traditional buildings collapsed or had been heavily damaged. The reinforced-concrete buildings
accounted for 287 deaths against only 3 in the traditional structures. In the heart of the damage district in
Adapazari, the research showed that 257 of the 930 reinforced concrete structures were heavily damaged or
collapsed and 558 of moderately damaged. By comparison, none of the 400 traditional structures collapsed
or were heavily damaged and only 95 of total were moderately damaged.
The widespread failure of reinforced concrete buildings in the 1999 Kocaeli and Duzce earthquakes not
only forced Turkish academicians, engineers and architects to reassess reinforced concrete construction, but
also pushed a few of them to reconsider a discarded technology, traditional timber framed systems. Figs. 1
and 2 show two views for traditional wooden houses survived both 1999 earthquakes without damage close
to collapsed and heavily damaged reinforced concrete structures. There were relatively very few studies and
information about earthquake damages of traditional wooden buildings in Turkey. But, investigations
about the seismic behavior of traditional buildings are important due to two reasons. First one is, if possible, to reduce the loss of human lives and economic, building with traditional structural systems should be
used in the earthquake regions. Second one is the fact that most of these wooden buildings constructed in
4000 various sites around seismic zones make important part of Turkish culture (there are almost 45,000

Fig. 1. View of traditional and reinforced concrete buildings after the 1999 Duzce earthquake.
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Fig. 2. A view for neighbor traditional and reinforced concrete buildings after the 1999 Duzce earthquake [7].

registered monuments and dwellings in Turkey). These historical and monumental structures have been assumed to be cultural inheritance to the next generations, it is very important that these buildings need to be
survived or only slightly damaged during future earthquakes.
The main purpose of this study is to introduce types of traditional wooden buildings in Turkey and to evaluate their earthquake damages. As the seismic response of these traditional buildings in Turkey was rarely be
discussed speculatively up to 1999 earthquakes, there were so little published papers on the subject. It is hoped
that this paper meant to open scholarly dialogue concerning traditional Turkish wooden buildings and earthquake damages and aimed further debate and in doing so encourage future research about these buildings.

2. Types of traditional wooden buildings in Turkey
The wooden buildings of Turkey are the products of the thousands of year of cultural heritage of people
who live in this region. Thus there are many very distinctive styles of traditional rural domestic architecture
in Turkey, resulting from cultural attributes, related to material availability and climate. Traditional wooden
buildings in Turkey may be mainly classiﬁed depending on the structural elements in the walls given as below:

2.1. Log houses
The oldest and, in a way, historical method of construction is called ‘‘çanti’’ (log house) in which logs
slightly processed are overlapped and anchored at the ends (Fig. 3). Walls constituted with logs make a
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Fig. 3. Traditional log houses in Turkey [8].

function both bearing and dividing. Vertical loads transmitted from up to down through logs that lied horizontally and restrained only both ends in the traditional Turkish log houses. Even if such a bearing system
is suﬃcient for vertical load, it will not be able to resist lateral loads occurred during a destructive earthquake due to loosening of ends impressed by shear forces. If logs are processed and anchored each other
mechanically or chemically, it is possible to make it earthquake resistant. Modern log houses have been
started to construct using new techniques in Turkey in recent years.
2.2. Hatıl construction
In the Hatıl construction, horizontal timbers embedded into bearing wall masonry (Fig. 4). Many buildings with hatıl construction system in which the main materials of construction are stone with mud mortar
and slightly wood were also damaged during the TurkeyÕs small recent earthquakes (July 2, 2004 Doğubeyazıt, March 25, 2004 Erzurum earthquakes). In this particular earthquake the role of timber hatıls, in

Fig. 4. Traditional hatıl construction in Turkey.
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modifying the earthquake damage, was not easy to appreciate, but thought to be moderately signiﬁcant. As
previously noted, many of the aﬀected structures were highly decayed; therefore, wall top/roof collapse and
granular disintegration occurred. The Hatıls systems as seen could not aid in resisting this sort of failure. It
was clear that the hatıls when tied around the facade-side wall junctions did aid in reducing the signiﬁcance
of corner wedge failures. It would appear that long doorway and window lintels aided in redirecting crack
propagation [9].
2.3. Hımısß construction
Hımısß construction is simply described as a timber frame with masonry inﬁll such as bricks (Fig. 5), adobes or stones. This type of construction is a variation on a shared construction tradition that has existed
through history in many parts of the world, from ancient Rome almost to the present. In Britain, where
it became one of the identity markers of the Elizabethan Age, it would be referred to as ‘‘half-timbered.’’
In Germany it was called ‘‘fachwerk,’’ in France, ‘‘colombage,’’ in Kashmir, India as ‘‘dhajji-dewari’’, in
parts of Central and South America, a variant was called ‘‘bahareque’’ [10].
It is possible to classify traditional hımısß construction depending on the structural systems and masonry
inﬁll. Here, it is divided into two categories for structural system such as; system contained bracing elements
and no bracing elements (Fig. 6). In this system studs are themselves tied by only other horizontal timbers.
In this buildings, vertical timber elements do not subjected to tension direction to grain whereas timber
have high speciﬁc strength for this grain direction. Structural timber, with all of its natural defects, shows
an unquestionable brittle character under certain when subjected to shear or tension perpendicular to grain
direction. Thus, it is not expected to resist lateral forces without damage during an earthquake due to low
lateral stiﬀness of the frame system as shown in Fig. 6.
In the hımısß construction, the timber elements constitute important elements by providing the armature
for the masonry inﬁll. Only vertical framing elements (studs, pillars) may be suﬃcient for vertical loads, but
these studs will be insuﬃcient during the strong ground motion. Thinking of improving seismic resistance to
horizontal forces caused to use of bracing elements in traditional timber frame buildings on earthquake

Fig. 5. Traditional hımısß building with bracing elements and brick inﬁll in Bursa.
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Fig. 6. Traditional building with brick inﬁll and no bracing elements.

zones. For the bracing elements to work successfully as a seismic resistant construction system they must be
designed correctly, the more diagonal bracing the better. There is also an art to placing and designing diagonal bracing. The wider the base of the triangle in relation to its height the stronger it is. The diagonal
should be connected to the vertical member as close to the joint with the horizontal member of the panel
as possible. Since corners are the most vulnerable to damage in lateral movement, builders have positioned
the diagonals there. X braces are in general stronger than diagonal bracing alone.
2.4. Dizeme construction
In some buildings, wood were used as inﬁll materials instead of masonry some regions such as Bolu.
Short rough timbers elements called as dizeme were used as inﬁll and they were lightly nailed studs or horizontal framing elements in this construction (Fig. 7). The purpose of wood inﬁll usage to avoid their common early shear failure and falling out of the frame occurred for masonry inﬁll. Thus, wood inﬁll called as
dizeme provides continuous additional support to the building during the course of the earthquake shaking
by ‘‘working’’ through many cycles of without loss of their integrity.

Fig. 7. Traditional timber framed buildings with wood inﬁll (dizeme construction). (a) All stories constructed dizeme technique.
(b) Dizeme construction on hımısß and hatıl ground story.
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Laths were nailed on the main framing elements and dizeme with small distance before plaster work in
some buildings (Fig. 8). They help resist lateral loads and help tie framing members and dizeme together.
As ductility and energy dissipation, which can be accomplished through hysteretic in connections and friction between the various constructional parts, dizeme construction has more advantage than the other traditional timber framed construction types.
Dizeme constructions that have numerous load paths are considered structurally redundant and provide
an extra level of safety in earthquakes. Typical dizeme construction is comprised of hundreds of timber elements and nailed connections. This means that the failure of one load path can often be compensated for by
adjacent elements and joints. Thus, this redundancy of dizeme elements with a high level of energydissipating capacity leads to the good performance during earthquakes. Many woodframe buildings with
dizeme construction behaved well during the 1944 Gerede Earthquake whose magnitude 7.8 [11].
2.5. Bağdadi construction
The other construction is bağdadi where the voids between timber framing members is ﬁlled lighter
materials or with trunk shells are transformed into a ﬁlling material by sand and lime mortar. The interior
surfaces of walls are covered by lath and plaster work or wood, whereas the outer surfaces are either plastered or non-plastered or wooden plastered (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8. Dizeme construction with laths nailed to the framing elements and covered with mud plaster. (a) Inclined laths nailed to the
framing elements and covered with mud plaster. (b) Horizontally placed laths nailed to the framing elements and covered with lime
plaster.

Fig. 9. Traditional some bağdadi constructions types in Turkey [8].
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3. Damages of wooden buildings during earthquakes in Turkey
Turkey is frequently exposed to destructive earthquakes and approximately every year one occurs. Besides, it is one of the few countries with the shortest return period in earthquakes causing loss of lives.
Earthquakes in Turkey are generally of in-land type and shallow focus earthquakes which are more
destructive than oﬀshore earthquakes even their magnitude could be smaller [12].
As known, properties of earthquake, soil and structure aﬀect the damage level of structures during an
earthquake. Maximum ground acceleration, duration, depth and distance of hypocenter to the city of an
earthquake are the main earthquake parameters that aﬀect the damages of structures. The inﬂuence of soil
conditions on the degree of building damage is very clear. As this subject is assumed out of scope of this
paper, only structural deﬁciencies and mistakes related to traditional wooden buildings are discussed here.
The damages determined in wooden structures can be classiﬁed as: slightly damaged; where vertical
cracks were mostly placed either at the corners or at the mid of the walls (0.5 mm.), moderately damaged;
vertical and horizontal cracks on the walls (2 mm), corner cracking especially at openings, wall deformation, deformation of walls along the wooden beams and separation of walls from the beams, roof separation from wall, highly damaged; partial collapse in the structural system or total collapse.
It is disappointing that so few oﬃcial reports or directives have been studied in relation to seismic safety
of wooden buildings. Written documents describing traditional Turkish timber buildings in earthquakes are
rare but the few that survive provide tantalizing clues. In the aftermath of the Istanbul earthquake of 1894
both experts and ordinary citizens were impressed by how well wooden buildings performed. The Director
of the Athens Observatory called to study the earthquake, concluded that timber structures outperformed
masonry buildings even if they were old and poorly built [1]. The seismic behaviors of wooden buildings
during the recent earthquakes were either been reported only as a few sentences or not been reported at
all. Damage assessment results taken from written documents and authors observations for traditional
wood buildings subjected to the earthquakes in Turkey are given in Table 1. In this table amax shows recorded peak ground accelerations, t shows duration of earthquakes considering time interval in which large
amplitude occurred, df shows focal depth of the earthquake, HD, MD and LD show highly, moderately
and low damages correspondingly. It has not been found any information related to seismic behaviours
of traditional wooden buildings during the other Turkey earthquakes.
The majority of the timber framed buildings performed well, especially from the standpoint of life safety.
If the timber framed buildings does collapse, large survival voids are created. Also the building has less concentrated, crushing weight. Brick will cause many injures but less squashed bodies than concrete blocks.
Although the type of traditional wooden buildings varies in diﬀerent earthquake zones, their damage
resulting from earthquakes can be commonly classiﬁed. It is observed that the following damage results
of timber framed buildings during the destructive earthquakes in Turkey.
3.1. Cracking and falling of plaster
Its survival in the much larger and longer earthquake illustrates that the timber framed buildings is capable of maintaining stability over many cycles. To do this, however, the deﬂection of the structure and friction in the inﬁll must begin at the onset of shaking. Thus, diﬀerent from reinforced and masonry buildings,
for timber framed buildings the shedding of the plaster and stucco in both the large and small earthquakes
was similar. In other words the working of bracing elements in the earthquake dislodged the plaster as the
oscillated building. The closely spaced studs reduced the likelihood of the propagation of cracks within masonry inﬁll. The only visible manifestation of earthquake excitation was the presence of cracks in the interior plaster along the walls and at the corners of the rooms, revealing the pattern of the timbers imbedded in
the masonry underneath. This level of damage was evident in every traditional timber framed buildings
after a moderate or larger earthquake (Fig. 10). On the exterior, unless the masonry was covered with

Table 1
Turkey earthquakes and damages of buildings
Earthquake

Mw or Ms

ag

July 2, 2004 Doǧubeyazit [13,14]
March 25, 2004 Erzurum [14]

5.0
5.1

0.09
5.45

9
5.5

5
5

July 26 2003 Buldan [14,15]

5.6

1.2

10.6

25

330

May 01, 2003 Bingöl [14,16]
January 27, 2003 Pülümür [14,17]

6.4
6.0

5.45
1.13

10.5
10

15
–

3214
21

3448

6096

February 03, 2002 Sultandaǧı [18]

6.3

0.94

10

10

4390

1730

9556

June 6, 2000, Cankırı [14,19]

5.9

0.63

10

10

November 12,1999 Duzce [21,22]
August 17, 1999 Kocaeli [17,22]

7.2
7.4

5.14
3.22

20
20

25
40

1364
41,266

493
43,618

825
48,008

October 01, 1995 Dinar [14,22]

6.1

2.83

24

15

4909

30 October, 1983 Erzurum [14,22]

6.8

1.73

16

28 March, 1970 Gediz [22]

7.2

18

1967 Mudurnu [22]

7.1

18

1944 Bolu-Gerede [22]

7.2

10

1939 Erzincan [22]

7.9

20

df

t

Buildings
HD

MD

300
–

LD

200
–

500
–
313

There is no detailed information about wooden buildings.
Especially poorly constructed Hatıl structures were heavily
damaged or collapsed
Kaplan et al. [15] illustrated damaged traditional wooden
building photos
The hatıl construction fared the worst
There is no detailed information about wooden buildings.
Especially poorly constructed hatıl structures were heavily
damaged or collapsed
Most of the injuries and loss of life took place in the region
are associated with the total collapse of the hımıs dwellings
built with heavy roofs
The hatıl barns fared the worst. Collapses were limited to
abandoned structures with rotted timbers. Some damaged
traditional structure photos illustrated by references
[10,19,20]
Wooden buildings have been discussed the most after these
earthquakes. Many Traditional timber framed buildings
were performed better than the other buildings with
diﬀerent material [5,6,23]
It was reported that 30% of the private buildings either
collapsed or suﬀered heavy damage. Only one photo
illustrated for damage to an adobe building [24]
Hughes [9] reported some weakness and recommend some
suggestion for hatıl construction
Baǧdadi constructions performed better than the hımısß
constructions, 12% of the baǧdadi and 45% of the hımısß
constructions damaged heavily [25]
Some timber framed buildings in which framing elements
supported on single rock collapsed [26]
Tasßman [11] recommended after this earthquake that
wooden buildings should be preferred masonry building
500 wood houses were taken from Austria just after the
earthquake and constructed within four months. These
houses were well appreciated and used long time by the
people lived in Erzincan [27]
concluded that timber structures outperformed masonry
buildings even if they were old and poorly built [1]
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Fig. 10. Views of cracked and fallen plasters during earthquake excitations. (a) A view of hımısß construction after the 2002 Sultandaǧı
earthquake [29]. (b) A view of bağdadi construction after the 2003 Buldan earthquake [15].

stucco, it is diﬃcult to see damage with the naked eye. It should be noted that many walls were missing
some of their inﬁll, but evidence of ÔXÕ cracks, so common in the inﬁll in the modern reinforced concrete
buildings [28], was non-existent in the traditional timber framed buildings.
3.2. Failure of mortar
An important factor in the performance of the walls was the use of weak, rather than strong mortar.
Fig. 11 shows failure of mortar in stone masonry inﬁll during the 1999 Düzce earthquake. As a result of
the diﬀerent types of people constructing houses, it is not surprising to see that construction quality is variable. It is poor when; ﬁeld rubble is used and bonded with mud mortar, without quoins and with no
through stones etc. Especially during the moderate earthquakes (Doğubeyazit, Erzurum, Pülümür and
Çankırı Earthquakes), as given in Table 1, since the energy release was relatively small, none of or only

Fig. 11. View of failure of lime mortar during 1999 Düzce earthquake [30].
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a few of reinforced concrete structures, slightly were damaged during these earthquakes. However, mudstone masonry and Hatıl constructions destroyed due to poor mud mortar and weak anchorage between
mud and stone. The mud or weak lime mortar encouraged sliding along the bed joints instead of cracking
through the masonry units when the masonry panels deformed. This served to dissipate energy and reduced
the incompatibility between rigid masonry panels and the ﬂexible timber frame.
3.3. Loosening or failing of connections
The connections of roof, ﬂoors, vertical framing elements and bracing elements make the building a single solid structure unit and are important features for holding a building together during earthquakes.
Thus, the connections between the members must be strong enough to hold together without loosening
or worse yet completely failing. It is extremely unlikely that a traditional timber framed building have
not bracing element, could ever eﬀectively resist lateral movements. As lateral earthquake eﬀects are resisted by stiﬀness of connections, it would simply deform and collapse. Fig. 12 shows two connection failures during the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake and 2003 Buldan earthquake.
It should be noted that nailed connections have been commonly used for Turkish traditional timber
framed building. These nailed connections allow the building to ﬂex thereby absorbing and dissipating energy during earthquakes.
3.4. Large lateral displacements
During the earthquake, the presence of a soft story results with increased deformation demands significantly, and puts the burden of energy dissipation on the ﬁrst-story framing elements. In structural system
for some traditional timber framed buildings there are no strong and stiﬀ elements such as bracing to attract
the full lateral force of the earthquake. In these cases it is diﬃcult to survive during a strong earthquake for
such a traditional frame. Thus, while these structures do not have much lateral strength, they do have lateral capacity. These buildings respond to seismic forces by swaying with them, rather than by attempting to
resist them with rigid frame that have bracing elements.
A large number of residential and commercial buildings built in Turkey had soft stories at the ﬁrst-ﬂoor
level on the two sides of main streets, because the ﬁrst stories have been often used as stores and commercial
areas [31]. These areas are generally enclosed with glass windows instead of brick inﬁll walls so as to be used
as showrooms. If ﬁrst story of traditional timber building had more voids and fewer walls, it may behave as
a soft story during an earthquake. The ground story of the buildings shown in Fig. 13 was heavily damaged,

Fig. 12. Failure of connections in traditional timber buildings during earthquakes (a) Failure of connections during the 1999 Kocaeli
earthquake [20]. (b) Failure of connections during the 2002 Buldan earthquake [15].
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Fig. 13. Heavily damaged traditional wooden buildings due to soft story. (a) Large laterally displaced traditional building [26].
(b) Laterally displaced traditional building [20].

but damage on the upper stories was limited and even the glass windows were unbroken. As seen from
Fig. 13(b) a traditional building displaced laterally due to soft story although it has bracing element. As
its bracing elements were not satisﬁed to resist lateral loads, still they prevented totally collapse.
3.5. Dislodgement of the masonry inﬁll
In many ways, the masonry inﬁll dominated the performance of the frame, stiﬀening and strengthening
it. It was evident that the inﬁll masonry walls responded to the stress of the earthquake by ‘‘working’’ along
the joints between the inﬁlling and the timber frame; that is, the straining and sliding of the masonry and
timbers dissipated a signiﬁcant amount of the energy of the earthquake. In addition, by dissipating energy,
the ‘‘working’’ also aﬀects the natural vibration frequency of the structure.
Resonance with earthquake vibrations is a principal factor in the cause of earthquake damage to buildings in general. The controlled sliding and cracking of the inﬁll masonry reduces the inﬁll-frame structureÕs
ability to resonate with the earthquake by providing damping, just as a shock absorber does for a car [23].
The typical hımısß construction does not have mechanical ties between the timber and masonry to hold the
inﬁll masonry in place. As a result, in some cases, small sections of the inﬁll were shaken out from between
the studs near the top of the upper-story walls. Because of the existence of the timber studs, which subdivided the inﬁll walls into small panels, the loss of portions or all of several panels did not lead progressively
to the destruction of the rest of the wall. In addition, the subdivision of each structural bay with a tight
network of vertical, horizontal, and diagonal timbers, rather than vertical studs alone, appeared to have
been successful in reducing the possibility of the masonry falling out of the frames. Fig. 14 shows masonry
inﬁll damages for traditional hımısß constructions. It should be noted that there is no a problem such as
dislodgement of the inﬁll for traditional dizeme and bağdadi constructions.
3.6. Failure of connection to foundation
In either case, the building must be adequately secured to the foundation. Proper connection of the bottom of the frame elements is essential for good earthquake performance. Generally Turkish traditional
buildings have foundation consists of rubble masonry with lime mortar. And these buildings were generally
built without any anchor bolts to connect the framing elements to the foundation. Experiences have shown
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Fig. 14. Masonry falling out of the frames for traditional hımısß constructions. (a) Damaged during 1999 Kocaeli earthquake [7].
(b) Damaged during 2000 Çankırı earthquake [19].

that these buildings may slide oﬀ their foundation during earthquakes. Fig. 15 shows two hımısß constructions whose vertical framing elements were slide oﬀ their foundation during the 2003 Buldan earthquake. If
reinforced concrete foundation and anchor bold are used, it is prevented structures from moving oﬀ its
foundation.
Fig. 16 shows failure of stone masonry foundation wall during the 1999 Düzce earthquake. But it should
not be accused too much since fault rupture crossed just under the building as shown in the ﬁgure. Yet, it
succeeded to survive during the earthquake with only repairable foundation failure.

Fig. 15. Slide oﬀ frame elements from supporting systems during the 2003 Buldan earthquake [15].

Fig. 16. Failure of masonry foundation of a hımısß construction just over the fault rupture during the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake.
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Fig. 17. A collapsed chimney of traditional building during the 2003 Buldan earthquake [15].

3.7. Failure of chimneys
Failure of the chimneys can generally cause damage to the roof and walls of the building below. But
especially in some kinds of Turkish traditional buildings the failure of chimney may cause ﬁre. Fig. 17
shows failure of a chimney during the 2003 Buldan earthquake. Unreinforced masonry chimneys are particularly susceptible to earthquake damage. Also damaged chimneys may be dangerous in aftershocks following the initial earthquake. Bracing chimneys or using chimneys from lighter materials can help prevent
damage [32].
3.8. Collapse of other buildings over it
Some traditional buildings were damaged due to collapse of neighbor modern reinforced concrete buildings (see Fig. 1). In at least three cases reinforced concrete structures hit or pounded against the timber
frame buildings collapsing them during the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake.

4. Conclusion and recommendation
Types and structural properties of Turkey traditional timber framed buildings are mainly presented under the titles of hımısß, dizeme and bağdadi construction. Other traditional log houses and hımısß construction in which wood is used for structural element are also introduced brieﬂy. Seismic performance of dizeme
construction is superior the other traditional construction system due to its inﬁll in which small timber inﬁll
element nailed with ends to the main timber elements.
Damages for traditional timber framed buildings occurred in the past earthquakes in Turkey were such
as cracking and falling of plaster, failure of mortar, loosening or failing of connections, large lateral displacements, dislodgement of the masonry inﬁll, loosening or failing of connections and failure of connection to foundation.
Aside from above speciﬁc types of damages, the results of damage assessment studies in several earthquake areas show that the Turkish traditional timber framed buildings presented good earthquake resistance even though they were made from weak local materials. They were mostly slightly damaged and
structural system stayed stable due to the high strength-to-weight ratio of timber as a building material,
the system redundancy, and the ductility of connections.
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It can be interrogated to give up timber framed construction for about 40 years before due to its ﬁre
resistance and deﬁciency for high apartment buildings since Turkey lost 50,000 people in the earthquakes
during this period. But, timber framed buildings cause less loss of human life during earthquakes deaths
due to lightness and spatial character of the response of elements. Thus the timber buildings should be considered even as an alternative to reinforced concrete instead of forsaking totally and investigated to technically improve the seismic performance of these buildings. The problem of anchorage to foundation can be
solved using reinforced concrete foundation and mechanical anchor elements, the problem of out of plane
falling of masonry elements may be prevented with covering some materials like mesh wire.
To prevent historical monuments and dwellings constructed with wood during earthquakes, use of new
mechanical elements for anchor and connection for traditional timber framed building should be investigated. Comparatively studies may be carried out seismic performance of the traditional buildings in which
new mechanical elements and inﬁll materials may be included and modern wooden buildings in which shear
walls and diaphragms are used.
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